
SAPU  General meeting – 13.01.2022

Meeting time (CET): 18:15

Agenda

1. Approval of notice and minute of meetings

APPROVED

2. Report from all positions

2.1 Financial responsible

Oda has taken over from Olivia, and has been shown the general idea from it.
Need to make the budget - will happen as soon as possible.

2.2 Communication responsible

Nothing new to report

2.3 Communication Responsible for International Students

Jake: Nothing new to report

Olivia: communication between the MAs doing fieldwork as an idea - will be a
point at the next meeting

2.4 Program Council representatives

Nothing new to report

2.5 Department Board representatives

Had the talk about payment (student department board members being paid
to be on the board  in the same way as professors are ). Have not gotten back
to us yet.



2.6 SVSU representative

Nothing new to report
2.7 Study activity responsible

Nothing new to report

2.8 Social Media Coordinator

Nothing new to report - needing a second person which will be sorted this
election.

2.9 SAF (UIO Students of Social Anthropology)

SAF is very quiet, but other groups have been planning a general meeting

2.10 ASA

Nothing to report

3. The issue of being paid by SAI

Needing to discuss SAI and not getting paid on time. This led to certain issues at the

end of the semester and paying those who have put in money for events etc. Believed

to be sorted now.

4. Planning for the autumn semester - roles and rules

A more detailed plan being made next meeting.



5. Spring semester and corona - what does our year look like?

Our general consensus: We need to make the case for hybrid teaching as long as the

pandemic is a thing and so we will be taking it to Kenneth. If we are told to take it

further, we will go to the program council and if that does not work, SVSU.

Events are going to be non-existing for now and might need to take certain things

online for the foreseeable future.

6. Jake - Øyvind and the lectures

It has been pushed back, but will happen once corona is slowing down. Updates will

be happening as they happen themselves.

7. Elias - digital lectures and how they look

A comment on how the digital lectures looks - Elias wants more creative solutions with

green screen where possible - making digital and hybrid more fluid.

Different types of hybrid - what works or what doesn’t - should still be in focus this

semester and in our meetings with Kenneth

Difficulties with courses on the MA level being close together with no/little breaks -

will be discussed with Kenneth.



8. Positions - voting in and welcoming

Financial responsible: Oda Tegnander

Communication responsible:

BA: Kristoffer Holgersen
MA: Jake Ference

Communication Responsible for International Students: Olivia Schneider

Program Council representatives:

BA: Loraine Vlasblom

MA: Anna Pauline Forsmark

Department Board representatives:

BA: Magnus Nyaas Ravnå

MA: Regine Løche

SVSU representative:

Main: Tatjana Lavoutas
Extra: Lara Rasin

Study activity responsible:

BA: Anders Brodin

MA: Jake Ference

Social Media Coordinator & extra position:

Elias Strand and Lara Rasin

SAF (UIO Students of Social Anthropology):

Loraine Vlasblom

ASA:

Kristoffer Holgersen



8.1. Potatoes/helpers - available:

Lorraine, Anders, Olivia, Hannah, Magnus Frivoll

8.2. President: Stine Myrah

Vice President: Malene Melbye

9. Any other matters

Alex: Interdisciplinary Course over the summer - sending out link to MA and BA:

https://www.uio.no/studier/emner/iss/sommerskolen/isssv1337/index-eng.html#cour

se-content

13.01.2022

Secretary and Deputy Chair

Malene Melbye
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